Experts in braking

The Comline

Braking Range
Place your trust in high quality pads and discs from Comline.

www.comline.uk.com

Company Overview

Comline Global Headquarters,
Luton, UK

Comline Ireland

Comline Global Headquarters

“We were looking for a brand in
our market that offered value-formoney, great quality and
a positive attitude towards
business partnership.
Comline have exceeded these
expectations.”
Adam, Comline Customer
(Czech Republic)

Comline Ibérica

Welcome to Comline
First established in 1991, Comline is an independent British brand that is currently one of
the fastest growing in the European automotive industry. Our proven recipe for delivering
consistent, reliable product quality with genuine value-for-money has established us as
a leading aftermarket brand and seen Comline presented with a variety of awards and
accolades, most notably The Queen’s Award for Enterprise: International Trade and a listing
in the Financial Times’ FT1000 listing of Europe’s fastest growing companies.

“Comline's product range
has been an integral part
of our growth and quality
is second to none. The
biggest step forward
was the development of
coated brake discs. Our
customers have been
incredibly impressed and
the service from Comline
is brilliant.”

“Comline is a well known
brand and an expert within
the aftermarket industry.
Its braking range offers
the perfect blend of quality
and value for money that
delivers profitable results.”

Comline Hellas

Igor, Comline Customer
(Bosnia and Herzegovina)

David, Comline Customer (UK)

Offering 95% availability across our all makes, multi-category product range, Comline offers quick and
efficient logistics from all four European distribution hubs located in Greece, Ireland, Spain and the United
Kingdom.
Braking forms part of a diverse product range encompassing filters, steering & suspension, lubricants,
wipers, batteries and much more. Comline parts are trusted to perform by distributors, workshops and
technicians in over 40 countries worldwide.

Filters | Braking | Steering | Lubricants | Transmission | Cooling | Batteries | Wiper Blades

Brake Pads - Manufacturing

Consistent Performance
Comline is a brand synonymous with brake
pads and the strength of our offering has
played a pivotal role in sustained Comline
growth across Europe and beyond.

Manufacturing

Excellence
The importance of the manufacturing process
in delivering brake pad performance cannot be
overstated. Simply put, a flaw in manufacturing
will lead to a defect in the brake pad.

The brake pad segment is one of the most competitive
and fragmented product categories within the automotive
aftermarket, but Comline separates itself from the crowd by
offering something that many others can’t – consistency!

Every aspect of the Comline manufacturing
process is carefully refined, optimised and
frequently audited to ensure consistent, reliable
brake pad performance.
Comline’s factory has decades of brake pad
production experience and employs state-ofthe-art manufacturing techniques that transform
carefully selected raw materials into brake pads
of genuine quality. The process is as follows:
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As a brake pad manufacturer,
Comline is in complete
control of materials,
specification and process,
and uses the same production
facilities time after time.
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This ensures every Comline
brake pad is created equally
to the same specification and
the same high standards.
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Producing a friction compound that performs in varied real-world driving
conditions is no simple task. Comline's recipe for success all begins with
the right blend of raw materials.
Whilst the exact details of Comline’s NAM112A friction compound are a
closely guarded secret, it is, in broad terms, a composition of the below
materials, each of which performs a specific role within the formulation.
• Rubber particles – noise modifier
• Phenolic resin – binding agent

ADHESIVE COATING
+ DRYING

SHOT BLASTING

No matter the batch, no
matter the production date,
no matter the reference,
you can always depend
on Comline brake pad
performance to deliver.

Recipe for Success

• Steel fibre – provides strength
• Bauxilite – friction modifier
• Graphite – wear modifier
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Studies in the U.S. state of California
have cited copper particles eroding
from brake pads as a major source of
damage to the marine ecosystem.
Whilst not a legal requirement here in Europe, Comline has taken
the proactive step of removing copper from its friction formulation.

Brake Pads - A Closer Look

Composition of a Comline Brake Pad
FRICTION MATERIAL

SLOT/GROOVE

Comline's NAM112A friction material blends
an array of raw materials to deliver consistent
braking performance at all speeds, temperatures
and pressures.

Aids in relieving surface stress in the pad
material and in dispersing gases and brake
debris formed during the braking operation.

R90 Testing
All Comline brake pads are independently
certified under ECE R90 regulations which
stipulate that any brake pad be within +/- 15% of
the original part in a series of performance tests:
Speed sensitivity
Hot braking performance at over 500°C
Cold equivalence
Compressibility
Cold shear

CHAMFER
An angled section on the
perimeter of the friction
material that controls how
the pad edge contacts
with the brake disc.
These chamfers
help ensure effective
contact to reduce
brake noise.

IDENTIFICATION
Product markings including:
- Part number
- Batch code

- R90 code

SHIM CLIPS

Comline testing doesn't stop with the legal
requirements. To truly put our pads through
their paces they are subjected to a series of
additional tests that further validate the realworld performance of the pad. This includes:

Secures the shim
to the backplate

UNDERLAYER

ADHESIVE COATING

Improves bonding and
provides thermal/noise control

Ensures optimal bonding between
friction material and back plate.

+ Hot shear @ 300°C
+ Wear testing
+ AK Master testing (on dyno)
+ Noise testing at varying speeds and

BACKING SHIM
Many Comline applications
feature clip-on RMR backing
shims which act as vibration
dampening to reduce noise
and eliminate brake squeal.

pressures
BACK PLATE
Comline pads feature high quality back
plates with spigot holes that facilitate
mechanical locking.

300°C
Metal
Support

All Makes Braking

& Korean marques, Comline delivers over 90%
vehicle parc coverage.

Comline operates a fast-paced development
programme designed to keep our range in-tune
with the needs of the European aftermarket. With
brake pads for all popular European, Japanese

Impressively, Comline’s extensively tested,
precisely formulated friction compound delivers
superior stopping power for this extensive array of
makes and models.

Clamping
Load

Shear
Force

Brake Pad
Hot shear testing - a simplified view

Brake Discs - Manufacturing

Manufactured for

Precision

Manufacturing a Brake Disc

Becoming one of Europe’s fastest growing automotive
brands doesn’t happen by chance, it is the result of an
unwavering focus on delivering high-quality product and
genuine value-for-money for aftermarket customers.
Comline coated brake discs reflect this philosophy,
with each part being precisely developed, tested and
manufactured to ensure consistent, reliable braking
performance.

Comline coated brake discs
undergo a 9-stage process
to apply a specialised
anti-corrosion coating.

These efforts ensure that only the finest brake discs
carry the Comline name.
1st Ultrasonic
Degreasing

Appearance
Checking

Crafting Perfection
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The development process begins with
thorough market research aimed at
identifying
product
and
vehicle
requirements within the market-place.
Once a product opportunity is identified a
Comline specification is defined and
prototype product is created. Before being
commissioned for production, this
prototype is meticulously analysed against
specification to ensure performance and
correct fitment.

Every single disc is then checked for run out, disc
thickness variation and dynamic balance to exacting
standards. This final check guarantees that every
Comline brake disc provides ease of installation
and truly outstanding performance.

During the mass production phase only the
finest raw materials are selected and each
batch of material is sample tested for
hardness, tensile strength, chemical
composition and structure to ensure a
material specification that meets the
Comline standard.

To form the perfect brake disc the raw
material is then machined
using
state-of-the-art CNC Machines. These
computer controlled machines are
employed to ensure absolute precision
and consistency for each and every
Comline disc.
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Drying

Comline coated discs are salt spray tested up to
240 hours. This test guarantees disc durability and
coating corrosion resistance.
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2nd Water
Washing

To ensure our coated discs are primed to deliver
real-world performance they are extensively tested
both at factory and within the Comline Quality Lab.
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Each Comline coated brake disc is then
subjected to a 9-stage process to apply an
advanced formulation anti-corrosion coating. This
coating is applied to all areas of the disc,
including the hub and friction surface, to a
maximum thickness of 25 microns, ensuring
effective rust protection and premium aesthetics.

Coating

1st Water
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Quality Control
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The development process

Baking
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The Finished Product
Comline brake discs are packed inside our
branded poly bags and then securely placed
in our distinctive, blue-and-yellow Comline box
ready for shipment.
All product specifications are available via
TecAlliance and via our e-catalogue at
www.comline.uk.com for customer
convenience, 24/7.

Ask the Expert

Comline Coated Brake Discs – At a glance
Does the coating on the friction surface
of the disc affect braking performance?

Friction Expert
Dr. Keith Ellis, affectionately known
as ‘Dr Friction’ to his colleagues is
Comline Director of Braking Product
Development and the man behind
Comline coated brake discs.
“The move to coated brake discs was a
logical next step in the development of our
product line. We have successfully sold
standard brake discs for many years, but the
introduction of our specialised coating has
taken the product to the next level. Unlike
so-called “painted” versions
on the market, Comline coated
discs do not need to be
degreased and offer a far more
durable, protective coating that
maintains the appearance of
the disc throughout the life of
the part.”

“

Precision
manufacturing,
in-depth testing,
performance,
aesthetic appeal...

...and value-formoney make
for the perfect
braking
package!

”

“No, all of our test data received indicates that our
water-based coating has absolutely no impact on braking
performance.”

Performance

Time Saving

“It may seem counterintuitive to apply a coating to the
friction surface but this specialised coating actually
dissipates during early use. With Comline coated discs, the
brakes need only be applied on a handful of occasions
before the specialised coating fades away to expose the
braking surface.”

The finest combination of
materials and manufacturing
processes are combined to
deliver consistent, reliable
braking performance.

Comline’s specialised anti-corrosion
coating ensures that our discs
are fitment ready right out the
box and require no cleaning or
degreasing; saving valuable labour
time for the technician.

Premium Appearance

Coverage

The specially formulated anticorrosion coating provides a
protective layer to ensure a
premium, life-long appearance
behind the alloy wheel.

Our comprehensive braking
range covers all popular
European, Japanese and Korean
vehicles, with over 600 of
our most popular references
available as a coated variant.

Development

Data Prowess

Our ongoing commitment to
product development keeps
the Comline product range in line
with the needs of the market.

TecAlliance 'A' rated
cataloguing and e-catalogues
available on the Comline website
make it quick and easy to find
the right Comline brake disc.

“With zero impact on braking performance and the added
benefit of not having to degrease the disc the benefits are
clear.”

Why is it crucial to ‘bed-in’ new brake
discs?
“Bedding in’ is a simple but essential procedure to prevent
the cracking or distortion (warping) of new brake discs.
Within the first 200 miles of being fitted new discs are
susceptible to warping if subjected to the severe
temperatures caused through aggressive braking. This is
not due to any sort of manufacturing flaw but rather the
natural, physical properties of a metal that has been cast at
high temperatures and then cooled.”
The simple analogy is a block of ice. Pour hot water onto
ice and it will crack due to thermal shock; warm it more
gently and the ice will melt without any such drama. A new
brake disc is much the same and gradual changes in
temperature are needed to relieve the thermal stresses
stored within the disc material.”
For any motorist, the simple way to prevent thermal shock
and the warping of a new brake disc is to adopt a
conservative approach where appropriate to braking. This
should be done within the first 200 miles post-fitment, thus
allowing the discs to ‘bed-in’ effectively.”

Comline Auto Parts Ltd
Unit B1, Luton Enterprise Park
Sundon Park Road, Luton
Bedfordshire, LU3 3GU, Great Britain
T +44 1582 578 888
F +44 1582 578 889

Comline Ireland Ltd
Unit 12, Monaghan Business Park
Clones Road, Monaghan
H18 CC43, Ireland
T +353 47 81311
F +353 47 77845

Comline Ibérica S.L.
Comline Ibérica S.L., Avda. de las Palmeras
8-Nave 2 Polig. Ind. La Sendilla
28350 Ciempozuelos, Madrid, España
T +34 916 846 044

Comline Hellas S.A.
Agias Annis 74
Egaleo 122 41
Greece
T +30 210 3474607
F +30 210 3421009

www.comline.uk.com

